STANDS OUT
WITHOUT
STICKING OUT
Short-Depth PFC
Rackmount UPS System
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ENSURES UPTIME ALL THE TIME.
User friendly. Data friendly. Rack friendly.
The CyberPower CP1500PFCRM2U PFC Sinewave short-depth
UPS system provides battery backup, surge protection, and
EMI/RFI noise filtering for security systems, audio/visual
equipment, networking and storage devices, and requiring
an active PFC power source.
User-friendly, multifunction color LCD Control Panel quickly
confirms status and alerts at-a-glance. PowerPanel software
provides advanced control of the UPS, including scheduled
shutdown/reboot and email notifications. It’s backed by a
three-year warranty and a connected equipment guarantee.
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SHORT
AND SWEET
Short-depth, lightweight
PFC Sinewave
Rackmount UPS
Shorter-Depth (10.5”) fits easily into
wall-mounted racks and tight spaces,
allowing for more accessible cable management.

LIGHT
WEIGHT

Sine Wave Output is clean with very low
harmonic distortion making it the ideal
waveform for running sensitive electronics
using Active Power Factor Correction.
Remote UPS monitoring and management
is possible with optional remote management
card RMCARD205 via expansion card slot and
PowerPanel® Software.
EMI/RFI Noise Filtering maintains clean power
for connected equipment by filtering out
electromagnetic and radio frequency interference
to improve picture and sound quality.

Automatic Voltage Regulation stabilizes
the incoming AC signal to maintain output
power by controlling low voltages without
resorting to battery power. This increases
battery life and lessens the likelihood of data
loss, memory freezes, and system crashes.
User-friendly Multifunction LCD Control Panel
features easy-to-read color indicators provide
alerts and quickly confirm status at-a-glance.
PowerPanel® software provides advanced
UPS controls including scheduled shutdowns,
event logging, alert notifications, and more.
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